November 25, 2020
President-Elect Joseph Biden
Dear Mr. President:
Congratulations to you, and to America, and to the world, for getting you as
our President of the USA.
Like everyone who voted for you—and hopefully soon, like every other US
citizen—I would love to help you in any way I can. I work as a media innovator,
and a facilitator of high-performance teams (including Delta Force in the
1980s and the US Navy 2008). Here are my initial suggestions.
Inspiring and innovative concepts are needed to re-channel the present
American narrative, and to rally all people around new ideas which uplift their
spirits and summon their courage. New elements, Reasons To Believe that
we can actually solve what appear to be too many impossible challenges
at once.
I offer two such proposed Noble Concepts:
1. Individualized Education. Individual-Centric. Help each American to find
out the thing they do best, and fill their lives with a sense of purpose by
focusing their work/study education on that, from the earliest of grades.
To be achieved in the private sector by means of government subsidies
based on objectively measured results. Corporations and other businesses
can look upon this as part of their recruitment program. Those companies
that get involved will also benefit from improved perceptions among the
people who could buy their products.
2. Interactive Democracy. Using the media to crowdsource innovative
ideas focused on solutions to our biggest threats. In this, I would hope
you would play a vital role, being on television available to all devices
once a week (from wherever you happen to be). Susan Zirinsky, head
of CBS News, is a colleague of mine, and I have also written to her
about this idea.

The proposal attached includes letters I’ve received from President Ford and
other US government officials. Some of this material I received recently from
the Carter Presidential Library, where the file of my writings is to be found in
the Zbigniew Brzezinski section.
I hope that this letter and proposal reaches you, or gets the attention of one
of your advisors who can explore these two ideas further for their possible merit.
Always at your disposal,

Bill Harvey
Executive Director
The Human Effectiveness Institute

WE, THE PEOPLE,
LIVE TO ALL DEVICES:
SOLUTIONS TOGETHER

This is a concept proposal for a new type of television program and a new
type of social media.
We call it Reality News.
The idea is to bring world leaders, innovators, experts, and viewers
together, via a unique new app using the latest technology. So that we can
all work together on solving the world’s problems. Starting with:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Pandemic
American Schism
World Debt
Environment (and future pandemics if deforestation continues)
International Envy
Jobs: Half of us might not find work (robotics)
Education

8. And continuing on from there as well as circling back over the other
topics to go deeper until working solutions out in the world make the
topic unnecessary – if that ever happens.
Format: one hour weekly early prime time live network television. Episode
then available via streaming and its own social media platform, including the
ability to interact, vote, and append one’s own thoughts.
Markets: Nationally in USA to start. In next phase, the format, video library
access, technology licensed to all countries and also to local US markets for
their creation of their own versions.
Tone: Constructive and civil. Anyone lapsing into partisanship, finger
pointing, blame, innuendo, hate, etc. is immediately cut off the air. Posts of
such nature also quickly removed.
Hosts: Ideally a man and a woman, preferably highly credible and
nonpartisan television journalists.
Appearance: The set is constructed mostly of large video screens so that at
minimum the appearance is like a Zoom (etc.) meeting. With augmented
reality technology coming onstream, over time the illusion of all being in the
same place will be gradually improved. See pages 19-22 for mental glimpses
of what this could look like.
Timing: Advisable to launch during the pandemic as soon as possible. The
intent is to lift the spirits and hope of the people with concrete positive
action. The need will hopefully never be as great as it is right now. Start with
existing tech and improve the tech over time. It’s not about tech, it’s about
people. Making them safe and happy.
Construction of each episode:
1. Search for people who have ideas for solutions. Some may be
recognized experts, lawmakers, teachers, world figures, celebrities,
and some may be unknowns, children, immigrants, truck drivers,
construction workers, clerks, shopkeepers, hairdressers. Select for the
quality of the ideas and the ability to be a spokesperson for the idea.
Where a person has a solution idea worth considering but is
inarticulate, team them with a person who can articulate better.
2. Rehearse to make sure that air time will be filled with well-paced
meaningful conversation. Challenge the solutions intelligently during
rehearsals to create dynamism then carried into the live show. Invite
more of the people involved in the rehearsals than can all be included
in the episode who can offer chat on the bottom of the screen that is

curated in real time by one of the directors. Be prepared to be able to
bring onscreen someone whose chat remark brings new light to the
discussion.
3. A balance of recognizable figures, experts, and we, the people in each
episode.
4. Voting through the app tallied in real time several times during the
program.
5. Low commercial load of island position (one ad per pod) Purpose (ads
which talk about a brand’s social purpose), Cause (ads which help a
specific charity), Branded Integration (the brand participates in some
way within the body of the program itself) sponsor content at
approximately quarter hour intervals, no longer than 60 seconds. One
or more sponsors depending upon how the advertisers decide to
support this altruistic cause.
Social Media Platform:
•
•
•
•
•

•

Video episodes
Comments and after-votes on each episode’s solution ideas
More general comments organized into which problem is being tackled
Users can upload media content as well as words
All content actively curated and filtered to remove non-constructive,
ad hominem, or other inappropriate content – not just by robots but
also by sensitive human beings
News stories related to discussions and ideas brought up on the series,
as the ideas are tested in reality and as they morph here and around
the world

Spinoffs:
The name of this series is SOLUTIONS TOGETHER. It’s part of a meta-series
called WE, THE PEOPLE, LIVE TO ALL DEVICES.
The first spinoff envisioned is called WE, THE PEOPLE, LIVE TO ALL DEVICES,
FINDING YOUR UNIQUE GIFT. It’s about individualized education, a
combination of school system evolution plus corporately supported
work/study programs starting in grade school. The aim is to find what each
individual’s true inner purpose is, by helping them discover the work at
which they would be happiest and most effective in life, and helping them
into such work through cooperating corporate sponsors.
Who We Are: The Human Effectiveness Institute (THEI) is a 501 (c) 3
nonprofit foundation founded in 1976. Its main book MIND MAGIC has been
used at 37 universities/colleges including West Point, Carlisle War College,

NYU, and UCLA. Its books are part of the Carter Presidential Library. Its
books, and ideas about participatory democracy through the media, and
about individualized education, have received praise from two US presidents
and numerous other public figures.
Previous Developments:
In 1975, as a young man, Bill Harvey and his colleagues, who were to
become The Human Effectiveness Institute, delivered a report called PLANS
FOR AMERICA to the President’s Domestic Council. The report begins…

The report went on to outline how this could be achieved working with the
private sector via work/study programs from the earliest grades. It
presented an economic strategy involving an overall longterm saving in
transfer payments (welfare, etc.) with some of the savings ploughed back
into the development of the most important of America’s resources: her
people.

This reflects the saying “You give a man a fish, you feed him for a day. You
teach him to fish, you feed him for a lifetime.”
The report went on to describe how the new media technologies would soon
enable Participatory Democracy, in which daily voting on solution ideas
through the media would become a natural part of daily life.
Members of President Ford’s Domestic Council wrote back in support of these
notions. None of the letters raised any arguments against the ideas.
In addition to the president and the first lady, positive letters came from:
Vice President Nelson Rockefeller
James M. Cannon, Assistant to the President for Domestic Affairs.
Donald Rumsfeld, Assistant to the President.
Secretary of Defense James R. Schlesinger
Senators Birch Baye, Charles H. Percy, Ted Kennedy, Walter F. Mondale
Speaker of the House Carl Albert
Alabama Governor George C. Wallace

Others sending back letters, resulting from pass-along copies of PLANS FOR
AMERICA within Washington and elsewhere, included:
“Imaginative and thought-provoking… intriguing.”
-

U.S. Treasury Department

-

Hubert Humphrey

“Contains a number of useful ideas.”

“I’m shocked; and startled; and surprised; deeply impressed; and I believe
it’s true; every word I believe; it’s realistic truth.”
- The Honorable Joseph Smallwood,
Premier of Newfoundland
“Simply brilliant!”

“Read it with great interest.”
“Welcome and helpful.”

-

-

Eric Utne,

former publisher of New Age Journal

Melvin Laird

- U.S. Department of Health,
Education & Welfare

After receiving these supportive comments THEI made constant efforts over
the years along similar lines, and continued to be given encouragement but
was unable to achieve the level of real change that is needed.
A 1979 draft of Bill Harvey’s 1980 book OUR FUTURE was recently found by
a doctoral student under THEI mentorship in the Zbigniew Brzezinski section
of the Carter Presidential Library. The book described two scenarios of what
would happen to America in the ensuing decades, an upside and a downside,
describes much of where we are now in the downside. Within the 1980s1990s media business, meanwhile, Harvey’s newsletters were driving and
guiding the development of interactive media, for which he has received
recognition. Here’s a relevant excerpt from OUR FUTURE which misindentifies the crucial tech enabler of participatory democracy as a
standalone one-purpose new device, whereas in reality that object is now
the smartphone. From the perspective of 1979-80, the Internet is misnamed
“Studywall”.

Finally, here are some excerpts from Bill Harvey’s just-released scifi novel in
which a Brit journalist becomes a world leader through the agency of
advanced television. In the story, the Gibson is a tiara-like headpiece which
turns augmented reality into full virtual reality. Snike is the US president
gone rogue, and although he has been impeached, he still controls all the
missiles and every computer-like device in America from a nukeproof
bunker. The Speaker of The House, Warren Baynes, has become the new
president, but his powers are limited by Snike’s total cybercontrol. “SCS”
stands for South China Sea. The story was written in 2018-19 and posted to
Amazon Kindle on March 30, 2019.
We look forward to discussing the next steps to make the most positive
visions in this document into reality together.
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Day Fifteen of the SCS Situation
Sir Hugh Weston was such a respected journalist that he could do the impossible.
From a studio in New York City, he and the largest TV network group had now
brought together by videoconference the presidents of the U.S., China and Russia. By
the magic of Augmented/Virtual Reality technology it almost looked as if they were all
four seated in comfortable chairs side by side in a U formation so that they could
converse, with cameras coming in over every shoulder for a dynamic resulting effect on
the billions of screens tuning in live. Mr. Snike had not been invited.
“As Einstein said,” Hugh began, “peace cannot be brought about by force, it can
only be brought about by communication. That’s why we are here today, for an hour of
communication in search of world peace. Uninterrupted by commercials, brought to
you by Mann Industries, makers of the Gibson.” None of the four of them was wearing
a Gibson. It would have looked silly.
“Let’s start with brief, one minute or less, opening remarks as preagreed,” Hugh
said, and looked at Baynes. “Let’s start with you, Mr. President Baynes.”
Baynes delivered his well‐rehearsed lines with authenticity. “We would like the
peace to be restored everywhere on Earth. That’s why we’re here. The freedom of the
seas has been universally acclaimed forever and we must uphold that. If we can all
agree on that, there’s nothing to fight about, just hard feelings to be comforted,”
The way they were seated indicated the natural sequence so the Russian
president spoke next. “We have many reasons we want to keep our good friends
together. The waterways must retain the same essential commercial character they have
always had. Claiming of land is too old to change. The unclaimability of the sea beyond
the UN 1982 twelve nautical mile limit is too old to change—before that it went way
back in time and was a three‐mile limit, because that was the range of a cannon back in
the day . . .” Hugh motioned that he was at his time limit and so the Russian president
stopped there.
“China has a racial destiny to bring together all of the Asiatic peoples. We have
no desire to use force. We are powerful and can help all of the peoples of the globe who

derive from Asian ancestry. The Western Powers took advantage of us while they
could. We need to take back what is ours,” said the Chinese president.
Hugh asked his next question. “Please, again in a minute or less, describe for me
the scenario that you would like to see happen in the South China Sea. Let’s go in
reverse order this time.”
“Warships of other nations leave our South China Sea—they are acting
antagonistically there and we cannot be held responsible for the outcome. Once they
leave and the world feels safe, we continue to discuss these issues,” the Chinese
president said, sounding like a reasonable person.
“If that means a moratorium on the boarding of non‐Chinese ships, we’re all for
that,” the Russian president said, and watched the Chinese president shake his head in
the firm negative. “If this original provocation that caused the present crisis stands, the
whole situation stands.” He too seemed reasonable, making the Chinese now seem to
be the unreasonable ones. The Chinese president looked irritated then returned to
feigned impassivity.
“Friends, trading partners, co‐equals as leaders of the entire world, our true
interests are automatically the same. We must not let our minds be obsessed with some
temporary tactical objective or another,” Baynes said, going over the heads of most
viewers, who thought he was talking meaningless jargon.
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Snike’s people performed a premarketing recon to see how various
constituencies would react to the coalition idea. An Apple executive did not like the
initials PC and suggested Multinational Allied Coalition, but the name had already
been printed on the collaterals, so it stayed the Peace Coalition. The UK, France and the
rest of the EU, Israel, Canada, India, the Republic of China (Taiwan), Australia, New
Zealand, and other countries wanted in.
By the time Snike cut into Hugh’s TV show out of New York City on the top U.S.
TV broadcast network—and simultaneously on BBC, BBC America, and BBC
Worldwide—representatives of many nations all appeared to be on one stage, by
Augmented/Virtual Reality, including the Russian president, who spoke first after
Snike’s screen takeover. He introduced himself and “President” Snike, and then each of
the other world leaders “present.” Hugh was flabbergasted but helpless to get them off
his show so he remained seated and attentive but did not cut in.

“People of the world, we have formed a Peace Coalition between America and
Russia and many other nations whose leaders you see standing with us here today,” the
Russian president said, as the cameras panned over the national leaders stitched into
the picture, each from his or her own location but appearing as if on one stage.
“Our purpose,” Snike continued, “is to have a measured ethical response to any
country that persistently will not recognize that it is trespassing on the rights of other
countries. We are not forming just for the situation in the South China Sea but for all
situations that could threaten world peace in the future.”
“What we mean by a measured ethical response,” said the Prime Minister of
Israel, “is an eye for an eye, a tooth for a tooth. We will not overrespond, that would be
unethical and cause escalation. Our purpose is to thwart escalation.”
Each of the world leaders “present” spoke a few words. Other nations were
invited to join. There was a question-and-answer period during which people could text
into the show and Snike’s AI system would identify the most popular questions and
aggregate them accordingly.
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Day Nineteen of The SCS Situation
The telecast of the first Peace Coalition, which welcomed Baynes and Hugh aboard, was
a spectacular milestone in the history of augmented reality. Snike, being outvoted with
no one taking his side, had not been able to stop them from letting Baynes and Hugh in
without tearing apart the very coalition that he was trying to take all the credit for.
Although thousands of miles apart, the world leaders appeared to be swarming Baynes
and Hugh to shake their hands personally. Most of the world audience assumed that
the world leaders had actually physically gathered in one place for this show. The
conversations during the program centered around Baynes’s plans for America, and
Hugh’s radical ideas about the requisite steps to world unification.
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The Chinese president was still miffed at not being allowed to join the Peace
Coalition without giving up their mostly failed plan in the SCS. He sought a way out
without loss of face, but didn’t want the world to see him acknowledging that he was
already humiliated. It was a slippery slope.
Agreeing to appear on the PC channel with Hugh was something easy for him to
do without looking bad. All he had to do was to show backbone in sticking to his values
and beliefs. And be able to articulate it so the world could understand—that was the
trickier part. Hugh was a clear and articulate thinker, which seemed to help the Chinese
president think at his best.
“So, you’re saying the West owes China for the past, and that has to be part of the
deal,” Hugh interpreted experimentally.
“You could say that, Hugh,” the Chinese president agreed. “We would like to see
the Asiatic races respected and given our fair due. All the people of color including we
Asians are still made to feel inferior, and that must stop.”
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“I guess we need the American public to weigh in on this,” Baynes said slowly,
thinking fast, and not wanting to alert Snike, “Hugh please put up a text number for
people to tell us if they want our assets to go in at Mount Rogers, and a different number
if they don’t want us to risk it.” Hugh saw that his techies had the numbers up on the
screen before he could say a word. A moment of unusual TV silence sunk in. Hugh read
the prompter.
“Two‐thirds want the men and women to go in,” Hugh said.
“We see how votes change during the course of a typical election day,” Baynes
stated cautiously, still stalling. “We’ll have to wait and see how the vote stabilizes over
the next 24 hours.” He immediately regretted having mentioned 24 hours. Should have
been more open-ended, he thought. He realized they had to catch Snike by surprise and
could not attack his bunker at exactly the time Snike would expect it.

